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Femtosecond melting and ablation of semiconductors studied
with time of flight mass spectroscopy

Andrea Cavalleri,a) Klaus Sokolowski-Tinten, Joerg Bialkowski, Michaela Schreiner,
and Dietrich von der Linde
Institut für Laser und Plasmaphysik, Universita¨t-GHS-Essen, Germany

~Received 1 September 1998; accepted for publication 16 December 1998!

Using time-of-flight mass spectroscopy, we have investigated melting and ablation of gallium
arsenide and silicon irradiated by femtosecond pulses. Below the ablation threshold the maximum
surface temperature is obtained from the collisionless time-of-flight distributions of evaporated or
sublimated particles. At the melting threshold, we estimate a temperature for the silicon surface
which is approximately 500 K higher than the equilibrium melting temperature. In the fluence
regime where melting is known to be a nonthermal process, we measure maximum surface
temperatures in excess of 2500 K for both silicon and gallium arsenide, indicating rapid
thermalization after nonthermal melting. At the ablation threshold, we estimated for both materials
surface temperatures between 3000 and 4000 K. We observed a clear threshold-like effect in the
number of detected particles, indicating the occurrence of a bulk effect. The flow parameters above
the ablation threshold are discussed and compared to the different models of collisional expansion.
For Fabl,F,2Fabl, transition from the liquid state to the gas phase occurs through the two-phase
regime. ForF.2Fabl, we find evidence that expansion takes place at temperatures that are
higher than the critical temperature. Plasma formation appears only at fluences above 1 J/cm2

(F.5Fabl). © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!05506-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond laser ablation1 has recently attracted in
creasing interest mainly because of its potential in mic
machining applications.2 The mechanisms which eventual
lead to material removal are, however, strongly dependen
the specific optical and thermodynamic properties of
solid, laser wavelength, and pulse duration. A complete
derstanding of the involved phenomena is lacking. If t
solid is transparent, for instance, absorption of the opt
energy occurs through nonlinear absorption and abla
takes place after optical breakdown and formation o
plasma at the surface.3,4 On the other hand, in the case
linearly absorbing semiconductors the laser energy is e
ciently coupled into the solid and ablation is of therm
nature.5,6

Time of flight mass spectroscopy can be applied to
perimentally study femtosecond heating, melting, and a
tion of a semiconductor. Below the ablation threshold it
possible to estimate the maximum temperature of the mo
surface from the velocity distributions of the evaporated a
sublimated atoms.7,8 Above the ablation threshold one ca
gain some information on the physics of mass flow9 and on
the behavior of the material during the early phase of
expansion.

In a recent letter10 we have presented time-of-fligh
~TOF! mass spectroscopy measurements of laser irradi
gallium arsenide, showing that ablation starts from a hot
uid surface and that the TOF distributions are modified
the role of collisions in front of the sample. In the prese

a!Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of California at
Diego, San Diego California. Electronic mail: axc@chem.ucsd.edu
3300021-8979/99/85(6)/3301/9/$15.00
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article, we extend our measurements to silicon and ana
results in more detail.

In Sec. II, we summarize the theoretical frame of o
work. We briefly describe ultrafast heating, melting, and a
lation in semiconductors~Sec. II A!, the regimes of mass
flow ~Sec. II B! and the appropriate models of TOF distrib
tions ~Sec. II C!. In Sec. II D we list the problems which ar
to be addressed with the present experiment. Experime
set-up and procedure are described in Sec. III and the T
measurements are discussed and compared to optical ex
ments in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we discuss the results and c
clude in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Femtosecond heating, melting, and ablation of
semiconductors

The fluence range considered in the present article
between 50 and 500 mJ/cm2, strictly below the threshold for
plasma formationwhich is of approximately 1 J/cm2 ~100 fs,
620 nm pulses!. The energy is initially absorbed by the ca
riers of the semiconductor, which undergo interband tran
tions. Depending on the excitation fluence, several effe
can take place after the absorption of the laser pulse. F
fluence intervals can be defined for our experimental con
tions:

~a! For the lowest fluence range~below 100 mJ/cm2 in
gallium arsenide and 150 mJ/cm2 in silicon! the sample
does not melt. The hot carriers relax via carrier-carr
and carrier-phonon scattering, eventually recombin

n

1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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on a time scale of several picoseconds and transfer
most of the absorbed energy to the lattice via dela
Auger heating.11 Carrier diffusion may be significan
on a picosecond time scale.12

~b! If the heated lattice reaches temperatures in exces
the melting temperature Tm (Tm51685 K,Fm

5150 mJ/cm2 in silicon, Tm51513 K,Fm

5100 mJ/cm2 in gallium arsenide!, nucleation of the
liquid phase takes place at the surface and a laye
molten material grows into the solid.13,14 In this re-
gime, the melting process isstrictly thermal.

~c! At higher fluences melting occurs as anultrafast, non-
thermal process.5,14–18 The excitation of a dense
electron-hole plasma occurs, causing destabilization
the lattice, and the semiconductor melts in less th
one picosecond.16,17 In the case of gallium arsenide,
well defined fluence threshold ofFm* 51.5Fm ~150
mJ/cm2! separates the thermal and nonthermal melt
regimes.18

~d! At laser fluences exceeding the ablation thresh
(Fabl5175 mJ/cm2 in gallium arsenide and
Fabl5300 mJ/cm2 in silicon! macroscopic amounts o
material leave the semiconductor, eventually leavin
crater on the surface.5

Figure 1 shows a schematic van der Waals-likeP–V
diagram. The left and right hand side of the diagram cor
spond to the liquid and the gas phase of the material, res
tively. The darkly shaded area represents the two-phase
gime, where the material at equilibrium is composed by
inhomogeneous mixture of the two phases. The two-ph
regime is bounded by the binodal curve, which under th
modynamic equilibrium conditions is the boundary betwe
the two-phase regime and homogeneous gas or liquid. H
ever, the material can transiently penetrate into the bino
as a homogeneous metastable phase. The region whic
Fig. 1 is lightly shaded, represents the accessible metas
states of the diagram and corresponds to superheated l
and undercooled gas on the left and right hand side, res
tively. The metastable area is delimited by the spino
~boundary of the dark shaded area!, where the elasticity of
the material becomes zero and a metastable homogen

FIG. 1. Schematic van der Waals-likeP–V diagram of a material and
thermodynamic pathway of ablation.
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phase becomes unstable.19 The region which is delimited by
the spinodal is not accessible as a homogeneous phase

A common pathway characterizes the early dynamics
ter irradiation, for both regimesc andd. After irradiation, the
material melts nonthermally and in about 1 ps it can be
garded as a hot liquid at high pressure~A!. Heating and melt-
ing of the semiconductor, occurring on a significantly shor
time scale than pressure release, can be regarded as a
choric process and as a vertical transition in theP–V dia-
gram. If the initial temperature exceeds the critical tempe
ture, the liquid may as well be regarded as a hot fluid wh
behaves as a gas despite the high density, typical of the
uid phase. The pressure is then released through mecha
expansion of the material which undergoes adiabatic coo
while remaining in the liquid state (A→B). Mechanical ex-
pansion occurs at a speed which is limited by the speed
sound in the liquid and therefore within several picosecon
Expansion takes place until the binodal is reached and
material enters the two-phase regime.6 Crossing of the bin-
odal as a homogeneous liquid corresponds to the forma
of a superheated state (B* ), which tends to homogeneousl
nucleate the gas phase~gas bubbles! at a rate which increase
with the degree of superheating of the material. It is to
stressed that homogeneous boiling~phase explosion! occurs
over the whole liquid layer and not only at the surface
heterogeneous boiling.20 However, because of heat diffusion
the liquid tends to cool along the binodal and to remain
the liquid state (B→C). Competition between nucleation o
the gas phase and cooling most likely determines whe
ablation takes place or not. Since the rate of bubble form
tion is a very steep function of the amount
superheating20,21 the ablation threshold observed in femt
second irradiation of semiconductors is very sharp.5,6

Whenever ablation takes place, homogeneous nuclea
of gas bubbles rapidly transforms the liquid into a mixture
coexisting phases, eventually creating a system of drop
immersed into a gas. Progressive evaporation follows
pathB→D. After several nanoseconds,5,6 the material trans-
forms into a gas, which can either be composed of sin
atoms or of several molecular species (D→E).

A fifth fluence regime is represented by theA1→E1

pathway. If the initial pulse is energetic enough, the mate
is heated to a point where adiabatic expansion can take p
without entering the two-phase regime. Molecular dynam
simulations confirm this picture.22 In this case, expansion
proceeds above the critical isotherm, no nucleation of the
phase is required and the material behaves in first appr
mation as an ideal gas.

B. Regimes of mass flow

~a! As described in Sec. II A this fluence regime corr
sponds to heating of the solid phase without meltin
Sublimation from the solid occurs at the surface a
detachment of single atoms23 and/or clusters24 takes
place.

~b! Superheating of the solid and melting at the surfa
takes place after deposition of the laser energy. Su
mation from the superheated solid surface and sub
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quent evaporation from the liquid contribute to the flo
of atoms and clusters. Whether most of the partic
leave the surface in the solid or liquid phase is a ma
of melting time, surface temperature evolutionTs(t)
and of sublimation and evaporation probabilities.

~c! The material melts nonthermally in a subpicoseco
time scale and evaporation from the rapidly form
liquid phase is likely to be the only relevant effec
Strictly speaking, evaporation at equilibrium can on
take place at point~B! or (B* ) of the P–V diagram
shown in Fig. 1, where the gas phase can be acces
It is, however, possible that some particles leave
surface nonthermally when the material has not
reached the binodal. Sublimation and evaporation
atoms and clusters are processes of similar nature
this article they are generally referred to as ‘‘desorpt
of particles’’ whenever further specification is not ne
essary. Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, the fl
of particles as a function of the surface temperature
be quantitatively described by23

J~T!5
p0

A2pmkbTs

exp@2~EA /kbTs!#. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, p0 is a constant,m is the mass of the desorbe
particle,kb is the Boltzman constant, andEA is the relevant
activation energy. Below the ablation threshold less tha
monolayer leaves the surface and mass flow is collisionl

In this case, mass flow proceeds as initial expansion
liquid followed by progressive creation of gas bubbles in
bulk of the expanding layer. Eventual formation of a hom
geneous dense gas takes place after the phase transitio
further dilution brings the ablated material into the collisio
less flow regime. The evolution of density, pressure, te
perature, and flow velocity is, in this case, a complica
function of both space and time and to our knowledge
complete solution of the flow problem exists, as the details
the equation of state are to be taken into account.6,25

In the case of flow above the critical point, the mater
undergoes expansion behaving in first approximation as
ideal gas. The simplest approach consists in treating the
as fully continuum-like, using the formalism of a center
rarefaction wave.26 The particles expand with a flow velocit
which is a linear function of the position in the profile. Ve
locity of the particles varies from 0 tovmax52c0 /(g21),
wherec0 is the initial sound velocity in the unexpanded re
ervoir andg5Cp /Cv is the adiabatic coefficient in the ga
In the case of an ideal gas,g55/3 andc05(gkbTr /m)1/2,
where Tr is the temperature in the reservoir andm is the
mass of the particle, which gives vmax53c0

5(15kbTr /m)1/2. This picture applies to the early phase
the supercritical flow. However, in an expansion in
vacuum the rarefaction wave has always an underdense
in which the continuum picture is no longer valid and ball
tic flow takes place. Thus, the solely hydrodynamic desc
tion of the expansion is, strictly speaking, incorrect. Gen
ally, the correct approach to the problem consists in
numerical solution of the kinetic equation of the gas ove
wide enough time interval.27 The ‘‘Knudsen layer’’ model is
s
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appropriate in the intermediate density regime, where co
sions achieve thermalization into the gas, but the conditi
for continuum-like flow are not met. Expansion of a den
gas from a reservoir is to be described schematically as
lows: after leaving the surface the particles thermalize w
one another in a region of space known as the Knudsen la
followed by the so called ‘‘unsteady adiabatic expansio
layer which among further rarefaction transforms into a fr
flow region.28 In this case, one cannot describe the veloc
of the particles as an analytic function of space and time

A special case is the formation of a Knudsen layerwith-
out unsteady adiabatic expansion, which describes collisio
flow at low densities. In this case, after evaporation the
achieves thermalization in the Knudsen layer and it expa
further directly by free flow. However, in most practic
cases such a description is an oversimplification of the pr
lem and unsteady adiabatic expansion has to be taken
account after thermalization in the Knudsen layer.

C. The time of flight problem

The regimes (a) – (c) are characterized by the absen
of interaction between the released atoms/clusters after
sorption. The velocity distribution of the particles in front o
the sample is a so called ‘‘half range Maxwellian’’. Th
released particles posses only positive velocities becaus
back scattering event occurs during the flight. If the TO
signal is measured by a spectrometer plus an ionizer,
distribution of the desorbed particles can be written as

f ~ t !5A/t4 exp@2~m/2kbT0!L2/t2#, ~2!

where L stands for the distance travelled before ionizati
andT0 represents the characteristic temperature of the di
bution. In the case of femtosecond laser irradiation of se
conductors, this model can be applied up to the ablat
threshold.10 The TOF distributions of regimes (a) – (c) are
fitted with Eq. ~1! and the obtained temperatureT0 is con-
sidered a good approximation of the maximum surface te
peratureTs because the flux of desorbed particles depe
exponentially on the surface temperature. Let us discuss s
assumptions in detail.

The surface temperature of the irradiated sample i
function of both time and space, due to heating and coo
of the sample and to the gaussian spatial distribution of
laser beam. Given the spatial and temporal dependenc
the surface temperature (Ts@x,y,t#, wherex,y are the spatial
coordinates on the surface andt the temporal coordinate!, the
expected velocity distributiong8(v) arises from integration
of g(v,T) weighted through the flux expression of Eq.~1!,

g8~v !5E
t
E

x
E

y
J~Ts@x,y,t# !g~v,Ts@x,y,t# !dxdydt.

~3!

The obtained integrated velocity distributiong8(v) can
be fitted with Eq.~2! whenever the activation energy of Eq
~1! is above 0.3 eV.29 T0 is, in general, an underestimation o
Ts . The error can be calculated ifEA and Ts@x,y,t# are
known and it increases at high temperatures and for
activation energies.
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In regimes~d! and ~e! the time of flight problem mus
take collisions into account. As already noted, the veloc
distribution of gallium atoms can no longer be described
Eq. ~3! because a nonzero drifting velocity develops due
interaction in front of the sample. The new TOF distributio
known as full range Maxwellian, is therefore to be describ
by

f ~ t !5A/t4 exp@2~m/2kbTd!~L2vdt !2/t2#, ~4!

where Td and vd are temperature and drift velocity of th
particle distribution, respectively.

In the case of the formation of a Knudsen layer witho
unsteady adiabatic expansion, one can give some phy
significance to the fitted parameters.Td andvd give, in this
case, the temperature and the most probable velocity a
outer border of the Knudsen layer, which acts as new bou
ary condition for the free flow problem. Under such con
tions, the most probable velocity attained by the partic
beyond the Knudsen layer lies within 2% of the sound
locity in the expanding gas.30 The temperatureTd is, in this
case, equal to approximately 2/3 of the surface tempera
before expansion.

If unsteady adiabatic expansiondoes take place after
thermalization, the drift velocity tends to increase further a
to slightly exceed the velocity of sound in the Knudsen lay
However, the presence of unsteady adiabatic expansion
not significantly perturb the drift.30

If one assumes that the expansion process is f
continuum-like,Td does notrepresent a physical temper
ture. Instead, it provides only a flow parameter as differ
velocity components of the centered rarefaction wave co
spond to different temperatures. Similarly, the drift veloc
vd does not represent the average flow velocity. Tempera
and flow velocity distributions of the expanding gas can o
be found by solving the hydrodynamic equations.31 The ap-
plication of a hydrodynamic model for the time of fligh
problem requires that the detector be at finite distance f
the sample, that is to say no more than a few hundred
crons form the semiconductor surface. Since in our exp
mental conditions the detector is effectively at infinite d
tance from the sample~several tens of centimeters!, no solely
continuum picture can be applied to the TOF problem as
would formally imply zero density and temperature at t
detector.26

D. Open questions

The present experiments are meant to address the
lowing questions: First, the law of growth in the number
neutrals with laser fluence, as well as neutral to ions ratio
the ablation products are an interesting information to de
mine the onset of plasma formation. Second, in regime~c!,
the nonthermally molten surface is known to rapidly reac
conventional thermodynamic state in a few hundred fem
seconds after irradiation. However, no experimental data
ist on the temperature of a nonthermally molten semicond
tor. Third, ablation is known to occur by progressive diluti
as an inhomogeneous phase through the coexistence re
The measured temperature in regime~c! is related to the
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conditions of the surface of the mechanically relaxed liqu
at the binodal. The temperature at threshold must be lo
than the critical temperature of the material to confirm o
view of close to threshold thermal ablation. Fourth, analy
of the fitted flow parameters above the ablation threshold
comparison with optical experiments is required to compl
the explanation of thermal ablation in regimes~d! and ~e!.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were performed on surfaces of GaAs@100#,
Si@111#, and Si @100# which where placed in Ultra High
Vacuum at 10210Torr and irradiated with femtosecond vis
ible pulses of characteristic energy densities between 5
about 500 mJ/cm2. The samples where illuminated at a
angle of incidence of 45° withp-polarized laser radiation
Pulses of 100–120 fs at 620 nm and up to 4 mJ energy w
provided by a colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser f
lowed by a three stage Nd:~YAG! ~yttrium-aluminum-
garnet! pumped dye amplifier system, operating at 10
repetition rate. Single pulses were selected from the 10
pulse train by suitably switching a computer controlled m
chanical shutter. The samples were translatedin vacuoafter
single shot irradiation, in order to provide a fresh surfa
area for each laser pulse. The laser pulse energy was
tinuously varied by means of rotating a half wave plate
front of a polarizer and measured with calibrated fotodiod
After every experiment a series of craters at several pu
energies were produced on the sample in vacuum. By me
of plotting the measured area of the craters as a functio
the logarithm of the pulse energy, the absolute calibration
laser fluence, ablation threshold, spatial quality of the la
on the sample, as well as beam parameter were care
controlled in every measurement.14 The experiments where
always carried out under conditions of a spatially gauss
laser pulse.

TOF distributions of neutral particles leaving the su
faces were measured using a quadrupole mass spectrom
~QMS!. Desorbed neutrals were ionized at the entrance of
QMS by means of an electron beam and detected after m
selection. The QMS used in our experiment was capable
detecting up to mass-to-charge ratios of 300. Single shot
tributions were read by a digital oscilloscope and stored b
computer which provided the average distributions for ea
fluence interval. At the lowest irradiation fluences of 50–1
mJ/cm2 less than one particle per shot was detected, req
ing typical averages over up to 104 single shot experiments
Figure 2 shows examples of average TOF distributions
silicon atoms obtained from silicon surfaces for three diff
ent fluence ranges: below the melting threshold, between
melting and the ablation threshold, and above the abla
threshold. They resemble maxwellian distributions and
average time of flight progressively decreases with incre
ing fluence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Total number of detected particles

Using the procedure described above, TOF distributio
where obtained and sorted as a function of the laser flue
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The total number of neutral particles at a given fluence
be obtained by integrating in timeS(t)/t, whereS(t) is the
time of flight signal andt the time variable. The necessity o
dividing the detected signal by the time variable to obtain
number of ablated particles comes from the inverse dep
dence of the detection efficiency on the velocity in the io
ization volume. Figure 3 shows the number of detected g
lium ~GaAs! and silicon atoms as a function of the las
fluence normalized to the respective ablation thresholds.
behavior of the total number of desorbed particles is clea
depending on whether the normalized fluence is smalle
bigger than 1.

For fluences below the ablation threshold (F/F th,1),
where the detachment of particles is dominated by des
tion ~evaporation/sublimation!, the law of growth is clearly
dependent on the type of material. The number of detec
silicon particles is lower than that of gallium for a give
normalized fluence, growing steeply as the ablation thresh
is approached. Note that the total number of gallium partic
experiences an abrupt increase across the fluence c

FIG. 2. Examples of TOF distributions from silicon surfaces for three d
ferent fluences. The three curves represent results: below the melting th
old, between the melting and the ablation threshold, and above the abl
threshold.

FIG. 3. Total number of detected neutrals and ions as a function of l
fluence normalized to the respective ablation thresholds. Full dots: Sil
neutrals. Full squares: Silicon ions, ablation threshold 300 mJ/cm2. Empty
circles: Gallium~GaAs!. Empty squares: Gallium~GaAs!, ablation threshold
175 mJ/cm2.
n
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sponding to the ablation threshold. ForF/F th.1, the law of
growth seems to become very similar for the two materia
The total number of detected ions (Si1

1 ,Ga1
1) is at least one

order of magnitude below that of the detected neutrals, st
ing to increase only above about 1 J/cm2, where ionization is
significant.

In the case of gallium arsenide, we observe only mo
atomic gallium, whereas molecular clusters are observed
arsenic. In the case of silicon, we generally detect molec
species composed by up to 6 atoms. The absolute numbe
the detected molecules decreases with the size of the
ecule. Below the ablation threshold the Si1 /Si2 ratio is of the
order of 100. The existence of clusters up to Si6 among the
desorption products has been reported to occur from he
silicon surfaces, the relative amounts being related to
different activation energies of the various molecular deso
tion processes.23 The ratio between single atoms and high
order molecular species is, however, a decreasing functio
the fluence, for Si1 /Si2 it reaches 28 atF th and 8 at 1.5F th .

B. Surface temperature measurements for F<Fabl

The distribution of both gallium and silicon can be fitte
very well with half range maxwellians, where the only fre
parameter is the temperatureT0 of Eq. ~2!. Figure 4 shows
the results of our fits for both gallium arsenide~gallium! and
silicon atoms. In the case of silicon, the distributions
higher order molecules tend to give the same surface t
peratures as those of Si1 , although their low number cause
a rather poor signal to noise ratio. No difference was fou
between the measurements on Si@111# and Si@100# surfaces.

We observe a monotonically increasing temperature w
increasing laser fluence. Close to the ablation threshold,
temperature tends to stabilize on a plateau, below the crit

sh-
ion

er
n

FIG. 4. Fitted surface temperatures of~a! gallium arsenide and~b! silicon.
The error bars represent systematic errors and underestimation due to s
and temporal integration effects.
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temperature~in silicon Tc'5160 K).32 The systematic un-
certainty on the measured temperature is approxima
6100 K.

The underestimation of the maximum surface tempe
ture due to spatial and temporal averaging is calculated
follows. The relevant value of the activation energyEA is
estimated from Eq.~1! by means of substituting the fitte
temperature as surface temperature. The logarithm of the
tal number of detected particles multiplied byAT0 shows a
linear dependence on 1/kbT0 , as can be inferred from Eq
~1!. The slope gives the activation energy~see Fig. 5!. In the
fluence interval between the melting and the ablation thre
old, the plot is linear and the activation energies are 0.8
for gallium and 1.65 eV for silicon. In the case of silicon, o
measurements where extended to fluences which are lo
than the melting threshold@regime ~a!#. Below the melting
temperature, we observe a change in slope and a lower
vation energy of 0.34 eV is measured for sublimation fro
the excited solid surface. The initial spatial distribution
the temperature can be evaluated starting from the gaus
beam parameter measured on the sample,33 whereas the tem
poral evolution has been calculated by numerically solv
the heat flow equation for the physical conditions of regi
~b!.18,34 Combining the temporal and spatial behavior w
Eq. ~3!, we calculate the effective velocity distributiong8(v)
from which we obtain an effective time of flight signalf 8(t).
By fitting f 8(t) with f (t) from Eq.~2!, we obtainT0 , which
we compare with the calculated surface temperatureTs(t).

The maximum underestimation of the temperature of
surface is included in the error bars of Fig. 4. Below t
melting threshold, the fitted temperature underestimate
the maximum surface ofsolid silicon by 250–500 K. Above
the melting threshold, the effective temperatures extrac
from f 8(t) are found to be slightly below the maximum tem
perature of theliquid surface, that is to say after the pha
transition has taken place a few picoseconds after irradiat
For laser fluences corresponding to fluence regime~c!, no

FIG. 5. Arrhenius plot for~a! Gallium from GaAs@100# and ~b! Silicon
atoms from Si@100# and Si@111#.
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detailed calculations are at our disposal since the model
scribed in Ref. 34 is strictly valid under thermal meltin
conditions. However, in the fluence regime~c!, where the
phase transition occurs even faster than in regime~b!, the
fitted temperature representsa fortiori the maximum tem-
perature of the liquid after rapid nonthermal melting h
taken place.

C. Measurements above the ablation threshold

As shown in Ref. 10, gallium TOF can be successfu
fitted using Eq.~4!. For F.F th , the fitted parameters (Td

andvd) are shown in Fig. 6. Above 1.5F th ~250 mJ/cm2!, the
measured temperature is observed to drop towards a pla
at approximately 1800 K, which is already reached for fl
ences below 2F th ~about 300 mJ/cm2!. The drift velocity
increases towards 600 m/s, although it stabilizes only
higher fluences than those at which the temperature pla
is reached~above 450 mJ/cm2, approximately 2.5F th .

Concerning the expansion of arsenic particles, the
tected species range from As1 to As4 (m/e5300 amu),
which is the limit of our QMS. The total number of detecte
molecules was comparable with that of the monomers,
the distributions were generally non-Maxwellians, in contr
to what observed below the ablation threshold.

In the case of Silicon, instead, the distributions whe
Maxwellians for both Si1 and Si2 . The distributions of the
other molecular clusters (Si3–Si6) were generally non-
Maxwellian. Most likely, our Sin distributions are affected
by crack products of larger molecules produced in the i
ization volume of the QMS.

D. Optical measurements

Figure 7 shows snapshots of the silicon and gallium
senide surfaces taken with femtosecond time resol
microscopy.35 These pictures have been obtained by usin
delayed probe pulse as illumination of an optical microsco
Because of the gaussian spatial profile of the pump pu
different positions on the picture correspond to different
cal pump fluences.5,6 The pictures taken on silicon at2100
fs and 1 ps time delay show that the initially semiconduct
solid surface melts in about 1 ps and becomes a met

FIG. 6. Temperature and drift velocity of gallium particles detected fro
gallium arsenide at fluences above the ablation threshold.
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liquid, as discussed in Sec. II A. Pictures at 2 ns time de
represent the behavior, of the material during expansion
bright ring which has exactly the reflectivity of the liquid
visible in the outermost region of the originally molten are
This region is irradiated with a fluence exceeding the melt
threshold but below that for ablation and is, at this tim
delay, in the liquid state@regimes~b! and ~c!#. Above the
independently measured ablation threshold Newton ri
arise from thin film interference in the layer of ablate
material.6 The ablated material consists of an inhomog
neous system of liquid droplets~metallic! immersed in a
dense gas (n'1), where the low sound velocity of the tw
phase regime36 is responsible for the formation of a stee
front towards vacuum6,25 @regime ~d!#. At later time delays
~not shown here!, the material vaporizes completely and t
rings disappear. Micrographs taken virtually at infinite tim
delays~several seconds after irradiation! show the formation
of a crater exactly on the same surface where the trans
Newton rings have been observed.

In gallium arsenide, when the local laser fluence cros
F5315 mJ/cm2 (F/Fabl51.8) the ring-like structure neve
appears, indicating that the front towards vacuum cease
be steep. In silicon, we observe similar disappearance of
rings at aboutF5450 mJ/cm2 (F/Fabl). Such effect occurs
because the expanding materials are no longer in the

FIG. 7. Snapshot of the vaporization process taken on a silicon and ga
arsenide surfaces after irradiation with a 500 mJ/cm2 pulse.
y
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phase regime for fluences which exceed this second thr
old. Rather, the material behaves as in regime~e!, as de-
scribed in Sec. II A.

V. DISCUSSION

The number of desorbed neutrals in gallium arsen
nearly triples for a fluence variation of63%, indicating the
transition to a bulk effect upon the occurrence of ablatio
Post mortem analysis of the craters left on the GaAs surf
shows that craters as deep as 20 nm and with steep la
walls are created also slightly above the threshold. In silic
we observe a similar effect.

The low number of detected ions shows that the thre
old for plasma formation has not been reached, in accorda
with what concluded from optical experiments. The ionis
tion probability in the QMS of the neutrals being less th
1%, it must be concluded that the number of ions wh
leave the surface under our experimental conditions is m
than three order of magnitudes below that of the neutrals

Let us now discuss the experiments concerning the
face temperature below the ablation threshold for the flue
regimes (a) – (c):

~a! In both gallium arsenide and silicon, the estimated s
face temperatures seem to slightly exceed the res
tive equilibrium melting temperature at the correspon
ing fluence threshold~independently determined!. At
the melting threshold, the measured silicon surfa
temperature is of about 1850 K, with underestimati
of the order of 350 K. The estimated activation ener
of the solid for T,Tm is of 0.34 eV, clearly below
what is known to be the activation energy for deso
tion of single atoms, which is of about 4.6 eV.33 This
discrepancy may be caused by some superheatin
the solid surface.8 The surface of a solid which is in a
metastable state would be most likely unstable, res
ing in an enhanced detachment of atoms. Another p
sibility would be the occurrence of a nonthermal ab
tion process, similar to photophysical ablation
polymers.37 However, no definite statement can b
made on the basis of our data.

~b! Above the melting threshold, we observe indeed
change in the surface activation energy in silicon, in
cating that the observed particles are evaporated fro
liquid surface, as concluded after the analysis discus
in Sec. II C.

~c! At fluences at which melting is nonthermal in natur
we observe no significant discontinuity in the max
mum temperature of the surface. Moreover, the acti
tion energy of the surface remains the same as
observed at lower temperatures, as indicated from
linearity of the plots of Fig. 5 across both fluence r
gimes. This result shows that after nonthermal melti
semiconductors thermalize rapidly as hot liquids in t
normal thermodynamic state.9 No indication of a sig-
nificant nonthermal contribution to the desorption pr
cess can be detected. The temperature of the surfa
the ablation threshold is, for both materials, betwe
3000 and 4000 K. The case of silicon is particular

m
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instructive, because the surface temperature is sig
cantly lower than the estimatedTc55160 K, indicating
that expansion is indeed undercritical.

~d! Slightly above the ablation threshold no drift veloci
is necessary to fit our data, and the distributions
apparently half range. However, slightly above thre
old neither of the two TOF models gives reliable r
sults, since the observed distribution represents a
tial average over the central area where ablation occ
and outer areas below threshold where particle em
sion is due to evaporation. Figure 3 shows that j
above the ablation threshold the total number of p
ticles amounts to about 2–3 times that measured
low, suggesting that ablation and desorption contrib
with comparable amounts to the measured sign
When the fluence reaches about 1.5Fabl, we estimate
that more than 90% of the total number of detec
particles are due to ablation. Therefore, we assume
in this case Eq.~4! provides a reliable model. The mea
suredTd drops and stabilizes on a plateau at 1800
above a fluence of approximately 300 mJ/cm2

(1.7Fabl) where the detected atoms are almost sol
released from the regions of the surface undergo
ablation. At this point the fitted drift velocity is ap
proximately 350 m/s, still increasing with fluence. Th
measured drift velocity is not compatible with what
expected for collisional flow of a homogeneous gas.
explained in Sec. II C, whenever a full Knudsen lay
is formed the most probable velocity coincides a
proximately with the speed of sound in the gas. Assu
ing ideal gas behavior, forTd51800 K andg55/3,
vd5(gkbTr /m)1/25600 m/s. A drift velocity below
500 m/s cannot be explained for a gas~g.1!. We con-
sider the unusually low drift velocity as a further ind
cation that the early phase of the expansion takes p
through the two phase regime and that an inhomo
neous phase with low sound velocity forms in front
the sample.

~e! The drift velocity stabilizes only above 450 mJ/cm2

(2.6Fabl) on a value of approximately 600 m/s, whic
coincides with the sound velocity in an ideal gas~g
55/3! composed of gallium atoms~69 amu! at 1800 K.
This measurement is consistent with:~1! the formation
of a full Knudsen layer in front of the sample, probab
followed by unsteady adiabatic expansion, and~2! the
expansion as an ideal gas above 2.5Fabl, indicating
that indeed the material does not enter the two-ph
regime and undergoes supercritical ablation (A1

2.E1).

In this respect, let us compare the data of the TOF m
surements to those of the optical experiments in the cas
gallium arsenide. The rings disappear when thelocal fluence
F exceeds 1.8Fabl. The time of flight parameters show, a
well, an ideal gas behavior when theaveragefluence exceeds
2.5Fabl, where the majority of the released particles inde
undergoes supercritical expansion. The two observations
in reasonable agreement.
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Optical data on silicon suggest a similar behavior, dis
pearance of the the rings is observed at about 2.5Fabl.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the problem of femtosecond-laser melt
and ablation in covalently bonded semiconductors has b
studied with TOF mass spectroscopy. We analyze limits
applicability of TOF mass spectroscopy to temperature m
surements in surfaces excited below the ablation thresho

For silicon, we estimate a surface temperature at
melting threshold which is in excess of the equilibrium me
ing temperature by about 500 K. The possible sources
such the effect, ranging from superheating of the solid ph
to nonthermally assisted ablation are discussed.

Above the melting threshold, the semiconductor me
either thermally or nonthermally. The surface temperat
thermalizes at high temperatureindependentlyfrom the ther-
mal or nonthermal nature of the phase transition. The act
tion energy of the molten silicon and gallium arsenide s
faces are measured and they do not show any discontin
across the range where melting becomes nonthermal. At
ablation threshold, the surface is shown to have a surf
temperature which is below the critical temperature.

Above the ablation threshold, dilution of the hot surfa
results in a transient inhomogeneous phase composed b
and liquid droplets, as indicated by the low drift velocitie
measured for particles which undergo ablation for 1.5,F
,1.8Fabl. At higher fluences (F.1.8Fabl) in gallium ars-
enide adiabatic expansion can take place in a supercrit
fluid state~g55/3!. Plasma formation occurs only at fluenc
above 1 J/cm2 (F.5 Fabl).

More work is required to understand the origin and t
expansion dynamics of the bigger molecular species wh
are found in the ablation debris of silicon.
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